Using the West Texas explosion as the example, I am no longer reluctant to express exactly what my concerns are pertaining to the HECA plant (proposed). They will pollute everything: the AIR, the WATER, the LAND, farmers CROPS; Plus be a severe threat to human and animal life in the area.

If this plant is permitted to be built at Palm Farms and be so very, very near TUPMAN and BUTTONWILLOW, "Death on Our Doorsteps." Then (I) blame the FED. Government for their greed and lack of concern for us.
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the AMERICAN CITIZENS, I consider this action by the FED. GOV. as a Terrorist threat to my life and property. Building this plant in the name of progress, is a lie, it is in the name of Greed. Then our "BLOOD" will be on their hands.

Thank You
Sarah G. Quatcher
PO Box 37
Tupman, CA 93276

Please fold here and tape before sending.

P.S. And just for the record: yes, let it be known, through-out this land, I have pleaded for our lives!

Attn: Fred Pozzuto
U.S. Department of Energy
National Energy Technology Laboratory
3610 Collins Ferry Road
P.O. Box 880
Morgantown, WV 26507-0880
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Another CASE on POINT

PROPOSITION 65

San Francisco Refining Co., Inc.
1134 Manor, Ca 99308
Bakersfield, Ca 99308

State of California, Proposition 65

Kern Oil & Refining Co.
3545 Shell Street
Bakersfield, Ca 93308

Kern Oil & Refining Co., Inc.
777 E. P Street
Bakersfield, Ca 93307-2910

Proposition 65: A new law that requires the publication of a list of chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer. This list is compiled by the California Environmental Protection Agency. The following chemicals that can be found in and around our facilities.

Dying, Cancer, It's a Shocking Fact
Texas launches criminal probe into plant explosion

Angela K. Brown and Ramit Plushnick-Mast

Waco, Texas — Texas law enforcement officials on Friday launched a criminal investigation into the massive fertilizer plant explosion that killed 14 people last month, after weeks of largely treating the blast as an industrial accident.

The announcement came the same day federal agents searched a house and found bomb-making materials belonging to a paramedic who helped evacuate residents the night of the explosion. Bryce Reed was arrested early Friday on a charge of possessing a destructive device, but law enforcement officials said they had not linked the charge to the April 17 fire and blast at West Fertilizer Co.

"It is important to emphasize that at this point, no evidence has been uncovered to indicate any connection to the events surrounding the fire and subsequent explosion ... and the arrest of Bryce Reed by the ATF," the McLennan County Sheriff's Office said in a statement.

Texas Department of Public Safety said earlier Friday that the agency had instructed the Texas Rangers and the sheriff's department to conduct a criminal probe into the explosion. The agencies will join the State Fire Marshal's Office and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, which have been leading the investigation and never ruled out that a crime may have been committed.

"This disaster has severely impacted the community of West, and we want to ensure that no stone goes unturned and that all the facts related to this incident are uncovered.

DPS Director Steven McCraw said.

Reed was in federal custody. A criminal complaint unsealed Friday afternoon said he was arrested after McLennan County deputies were called earlier this week to a home in Abbott, a town about five miles from West, and found bomb-making materials — including a galvanized metal pipe, canisters filled with fuses, a lighter, a digital scale and a variety of chemical powders.

"After further investigation, it was determined that the resident had unwittingly taken possession of the components from Reed on April 26," says the complaint signed by ATF special agent Douglas Kunze.

An ATF explosives specialist and a chemist examined the items and agreed the "combination of parts can be readily assembled into a destructive device," the complaint says.

Reed made an initial appearance in federal court in Waco on Friday, but did not enter a plea.

Officials have largely treated the West explosion as an industrial accident, though investigators still searching for the cause of a fire that preceded the blast have said they would treat the area as a crime scene until all possibilities were considered.

The State Fire Marshal's Office released a statement Friday saying it decided to continue pursuing a criminal probe because roughly 250 leads have developed and more than 400 people have been interviewed.

Authorities have focused on ammonium nitrate, a chemical commonly used as a fertilizer, but that also can be explosive in the right conditions.
we do when evil is and it's utterly righteous?

thoughts are as valued by others as we value them ourselves. There are those who become unhygienic when other ways and thoughts filter onto the street and into the air and are seen as dangerous, wicked, to be beaten back by all means necessary.

That's where the worm turns. Resistance to change is but one deeply rooted part of our human makeup — one element among others in our intricately balanced system of survival instincts. But in some, it takes over and becomes monstrous. Resistance becomes self-righteousness, which becomes rigidity; rigidity thrives and becomes the dominant, which begets all manner of destructive expressions.

There are those whose religion tells them there's only one way, and all others are sin. The serpent be slain and all of his train. And deadly intentions begin. And there are those who fall in love; who see the achievements or friendships of others as fruit denied them. Their goal becomes to throw that system of rewards out of joint and into such disarray that nobody wins and all pay the price of loss and despair. If I can't win for myself, nobody can.

What can be done? Sadly, nothing. Deadly intention arises within and issues from those totally blind to the dark side of what drives them. Their blindness and danger from their sense of absolute rightness. Their self-righteousness blinds them to everything peripheral to their deadly mission containing and their danger is the best we can do. And the tragedy of it all is that we can identify and find them, if at all, only after their deadly act.

MISS: Our privacy isn't worth much

What's your online privacy worth to you? Apparently, not much more than a mere discount. Or a T-shirt. A study by the German Cybersecurity Center and the Digital Future think tank, Bovitz Inc., reveals that an alarming number of online consumers are more than happy to share personal data — and presumably all businesses do what they choose with data — in exchange for some tangible recompense.

The study showed that 40 percent of internet users 35 and older say they will give up personal data to companies if they get something in return. Privacy companies especially cheap to so-called "millennials" people in the 24-35 age group. An astounding 50 percent are willing to part with personal details in exchange for a ball cap.

WTF: Five of a kind at W's gala

A rare political sight greeted us last Thursday when the five living U.S. presidents got together for a festive, rather than tragic, occasion — President Obama and former Presidents Carter, Bill Clinton, and George W. Bush and along with their first ladies, joined George H.W. Bush for the dedication of the George H.W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum.

The Bush Library includes a museum and policy institute. It features the largest diorama of the 13 presidential libraries.